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The walking dead cold storage episode 2

Follow the latest daily buzz with the BuzzFeed Daily newsletter! Source: AMC This is a recap that you won't want to read unless you're caught up with the show. As the third episode (Thank you) the last episode (Heads Up) is another barn-burner. And a certain question is answered neatly. In Heads Up, screenwriter
Channing Powell and director David Boyd play base with almost all of the most pertinent characters in the series: Rick, Carl, Maggie, Morgan, Carol, Jessie, Tara, Denise (the doctor), Spencer, Deana, Enid, Rosita, Eugene and even Judith. The show, since the third episode, has been in motion, but has been a kind of
lateral movement (although its tampering with spatial elements and linearity is always very amusing). Viewers were able to glimpse Morgan's past, explore Jessie and Rick's dynamic, and catch up with Daryl. But it's about time the show runners regrouped and found their core again. Heads Up is an impressive product for
The Walking Dead's repertoire, in which he plays most of the points on the spectrum: he deals with more lame elements, and gets brave when he needs to, with regard to the characters of the first season, and the persistent struggle for Alexandria. In Heads Up, Powell doesn't bite any more than he can chew. The
episode needed to tie up some loose ends moving towards the end of next week in the middle of the season. In the 60 minutes (if any) of the show, the characters will take a big step forward. The infrastructure is now at risk, the characters have been emotionally and physically charged, and Rick is becoming increasingly
insensitive (all right, these Alexandrians need a bully around). Click forward for the big reveal, and a longer plot synopsis. Big spoilers ahead! So to clarify, this is a spoiler page. If you've reached the third episode and been left suspended in the air, hanging on, waiting for the show's runners to provide you with only a
useful piece of information, but haven't seen Heads Up, then don't keep reading. Source: AMC Glenn The November 22 episode begins when Glenn (Steven Yeun) suffers Nicholas's suicide and subsequent tumble on the floor (and party entrails). Glenn escapes under Nicholas, and finds safety under the heavy dumpster
that the two characters have already been on top of. Glenn defends some wanderers who unearth behind him, and these corpses surround him from the rest of the herd. When he is then conscious, the walkers have left the neighborhood and Enid (Katelyn Nacon) appears, and throws a bottle of water at Glenn. He
follows her to an abandoned building, trying to find out what happened to Alexandria and his wife. She, however, tries to escape, and has drawn a gun to him. A little reluctantly, Enid eventually rebuts and takes the road with Glenn. Enid carries balloons in his backpack, hoping to defend a group of Morgan Back in
Alexandria, Morgan entered a more innocuous version of his previous daze, and admits to alexandria's apparent counsel (which features Rick, Michonne, and Carol) that he can no longer say right from wrong. Rick seems about to banish him. Morgan also admits to saving the lives of wolves - the same wolves that came
to hinder Rick's quarry plan. Morgan remains adamant about pacifism, and believing in the best in people - in the hope that they can change. He eventually gets to the point of approaching Denise Cloyd (Merritt Wever) about getting medicine for the Wolf he is holding in a basement cell. He takes Denise to the scene, but
Carol follows closely, with her omnipotent presence, and questions her intentions. Viewers cannot see the injured wolf - although Morgan admits he is unsure whether the man is infected or not. Source: AMC Maggie As for Maggie, she's about to go through all this; but a part of her still believes glenn is alive. She picks
up more clocks from the pole to see beyond the wall—to look for signs of her husband. Rick Rick is also dealing a lot with: the inevitable wall break, the instability of the more lucid Alexandrians, Morgan's pacifism, Deanna's brief check-out (Tovah Feldshuh), his passion for Jessie (Alexandra Breckenridge), keeping
control over Judith, and ensuring that Carl gets along with Ron (Austin Abrams). In Heads Up, he tries to wall the walls (with the help of Tobin (Jason Douglas), teaches Ron how to fire a gun, and advises Morgan. As it turns out, Ron wants to use the gun to shoot Carl (huh?), for stealing Enid maybe. In addition, he has to
save Spencer from a daring high-tension out-of-community outing, and suppress his anger after Tara (Alanna Masterson) risks her life to save Spencer. At the end of the episode, what looks like a bell tower is violated by the weight of the walkers below, and falls over the fence. This occurs as soon as Maggie discovers
(regarding the green balloons) that Glenn is alive! The collapsed building leaves an open hole in Reg's wall, and becomes an access point for the voracious zombies. And there are some injured people to pull out. Be sure to watch the midseason finale of The Walking Dead on November 29 at 9pm.m. on AMC. Check out
the Sheet of Entertainment Cheats on Facebook! Follow Dan Gunderman on Twitter @dangun127 More from Entertainment Cheat Sheet: Source: AMC The fifth episode of the sixth season of The Walking Dead, titled Now, is another moderate side-step, compared to the first three episodes. Now that things have calmed
down, the characters are left with time to reflect on the ghastly events of the first three episodes. That said, there are no wow moments in this latest episode, although writer Corey Reed and episode director Avi Dive into the bows of some characters in great length. The lucky characters who are carnated (no pun
intended this week) and are supported on camera, left to react to this world after the wolf attack are Jessie Anderson (Alexandra Breckenridge), Aaron (Ross Marquand), Deanna Monroe (Tovah Feldshuh) and Maggie Greene (Lauren Cohan). For some of these characters, the events of Agora are useful and allow them
to continue in this apocalyptic world, but for others it kind of retains them, keeping them cynical and questioning the very foundation of Alexandria, and humanity. Those in the previous category - Jessie, Aaron and even Denise Cloyd (Merritt Wever) - experience some kind of epiphany or are at least selfless. Those in the
latter category - Deanna and Maggie - experience a kind of setback, and continue to function in a cloudy and divisive world. For them, everything they have is dead or gone; they can't waste time inhabiting greed in the pantry. Again, now it's a character episode. There are no flashy scenes, no convincing chases through
the dense forests outside the wall. Heck, Daryl is not on the show - they automatically disengage a portion of the TWD viewers. However, there is a whole storm that these characters must face. Maggie does this in a way that contextualizes her future, and Deanna suddenly, and in a rage, renounces her power as
alexandria's chief. While there are other featured characters - including Rosita (Christian Serratos), Carl (Chandler Riggs), Ron Anderson (Austin Abrams), and of course Rick - this is an episode that sets the scene moving forward, and adds a bit of life to our disheartened Alexandrians (who, by the way, have to face half
the herd that found their way to Reg's wall). Highlights of the episode include Jessie's desertion from her previous arrest to get violent, Rick's opening with her, Deanna's bloody encounter with a transformed Wolf, and Maggie's great revelation as she and Aaron move through the sewers under the community to find
Glenn. What is this great revelation? Keep reading. (Specific) spoilers ahead! Source: AMC The return The episode begins with Rick returning to the community after getting stuck in the trailer. The Alexandrians opening the gate to him, but not far behind is half the mega herd. Inside, the group decides to hide, although
most Alexandrians believe it is now officially the end of the world. Spencer, lookout Spencer Monroe (Austin Nichols) shares a touching scene with his neighbors, warning them against squeeaking the food pantry in the wake of the walkway's approach. While Spencer is noble at this point, he gives in later in the day,
sneaking back into the pantry to steal food and drink -- where he passes the the watchman for the community; a formula that doesn't add up. Deanna is daze As for Deanna, she completely comes out of reality during this episode. We see her draw up new plans for the community, also writing Dolor hic tibi proderit olim,
which means pain will be helpful to you. As she struggles with looking forward, and returning to her pain over Reg and her other son, she stumbles upon a loose walk (once a Wolf), which she begins to stab with a broken bottle about 20 times. One tactic she should have already taken: aim for the head! The maternity



Aaron and Maggie share some powerful scenes in Now, as Aaron feels somewhat responsible for Glenn's disappearance because he lost his package with community photographs, which was captured by wolves in season five. So he decides to accompany Maggie on her almost journey to find Glenn. The two enter the
sewers below Alexandria to pass the walkers who line twenty (people) deep into the wall. After encountering two sour walkers, the pair reach the end of the tunnel, but Maggie hesitates before moving into the walking territory. Because? Well, she's carrying Glenn's son! Aaron, the nice man he is, suggests she consider
Aaron or Erin for the baby. There's more and as for Jessie, well, she's been through this all these last episodes (counting the season five finale). She lost her husband, son Ron is a little moved, and to top it off, she's a little passive when it comes to doing the job. In Now, however, Jessie comes from afar—she deals with
parenthood, feeding Sam (Major Dodson) some cookies, and Rick's slow but steady advances. In the end, she killed a resident who transformed, and even threw out the central character of the show. That's right, and it's about time: Rick and Jessie share a moment as he begs her to believe there's something else in this
apocalypse. And let's not forget: Denise and Tara (Alanna Masterson) also share a passionate moment after the first saves the life of an Alexandrian. Source: AMC It is evident that showrunners intentionally weave in and out of the psyches of each prominent character within the Alexandrian walls (excluding Morgan, who
filled the screen last week). Youabian films Now competently, but what a fan can really take away is how the story takes over. Once again, it is confirmed that it is not just the environment that these people have to fight —it is themselves, their emotions and their persistence. Next week, in Always Accountable, Daryl
makes his long-awaited return to the small. Be sure to catch the episode at 9:.m. on AMC. Catch The Walking Dead on Sundays at 9pm.m. Check out the Sheet of Entertainment Cheats on Facebook! Follow Dan Gunderman on Twitter @dangun127 More of The Sheet of Entertainment Cheats: Sheet:
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